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THE INTERNATIONAL SELECTION

EmpTy HOLE

Michal vaJdiČKa, director 

andrea dÖMeovÁ, dramaturgy

KatarÍna hollÁ, costumes  

Pavol andraŠKo, set design

MariÁn ČeKovsKÝ, music  

With: 

boris farKaŠ, adY haJdu, rÓbert JaKab, ZuZana 
KoneČnÁ, JuraJ KeMKa, ZuZana KronerovÁ, MariÁn 

labuda Jr, luKÁŠ latinÁK, MariÁn MieZGa, toMÁŠ 
MreKaJ, rebeKa PolÁKovÁ, anna ŠiŠKovÁ

19:30
introduction by Frank schlömer

20:30
start

22:00
end

Support by :



THE INTERNATIONAL SELECTION
This year BoZar is once again playing host to a series of theatre companies from all 
over the world. in 2016 ‘The international selection’ consists primarily of performances 
with major social relevance. They tackle the Big Questions of the day. Twelve actors and 
actresses, known from world of slovakian film and television, perform a hilarious parody of 
slovakian politics and culture. The performance is preceded by an introduction by Frank 
schlömer, former journalist at De Morgen and specialised in eastern europe. Welcome! 
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Slovakia... what is our country about? What 
is a typical Slovak man and woman like? 
Is it safe here? How do our administrative 
authorities operate? Do we have a fair and 
effective judicial system? … and what’s it like 
living in Slovakia? 

slovaks don’t like waiting patiently in queues; 
ninety percent of them think that corruption 
is common. They understand czech and 
so they are doing well in the eU ranking in 
language knowledge, but most of them do 
not speak a word of english. Fifty-two percent 
of slovaks do not want to live in slovakia and 
just eleven percent are truly happy at home. 
is this the same eleven percent of slovaks 
who are alcoholics, or is that a different 
eleven percent? What are we, “normal” 
slovaks actually like? 

Empty Hole is being presented as the 
very first production of the asTorKa 
Korzo ’90 Theatre – a theatre company 

traditionally somewhat more inclined towards 
productions of chekhov than politically 
engaged theatre. For his first asTorKa 
production, director michal Vajdička, 
currently artistic director of the Dejvice 
Theatre in prague, chose a rehearsal process 
based on collective improvisation which he 
was already highly familiar with. For him, this 
production is a homage to the hungarian 
theatre group Krétakör színház and their 
production Black Country which drew 
inspiration from newspaper headlines. 

in contrast to the hungarian production, 
Vajdička used statistics, real opinion polls and 
census data. he and the theatre ensemble 
then interpreted the data gathered in a 
theatrical style. each theme has its own story 
and form. The sequence of short scenes 
may be perceived as “a crash course” of life 
in slovakia intended for both the locals and 
foreigners and parodying slovakian politics 
and culture. 



Biographies 

Astorka Korzo ’90 Theatre 

astorka Korzó90 follows in the footsteps 
of Bratislava’s na Korze Theatre, closed 
as a result of the hard-line crackdown 
following the 1968 soviet invasion. na 
Korze Teatre was known for its ground-
breaking choice of plays and its artistic 
approach to modern world classics. 
astorka Korzó90 has a repertoire 
designed to appeal to a variety of 
audiences, based on a personal style 
of acting by the company’s remarkable 
artists. in addition to modern classics 
astorka is also interested in contemporary 
playwriting. outstanding productions 
emerged from the collaboration with 
the slovak writer rudolf sloboda. The 
company has performed successfully at 
slovak, czech and international festivals.

Michal Vajdička 

michal Vajdička (* 1976, martin) is a slovak 
theatre director, who is also active in the 
czech republic. as a son of the renowned 
theatre director Ľubomír Vajdička, he has 
been on the slovak theatre scene for a 
long time. Between 1999 and 2005 he 
studied theatre directing at the academy 
of performing arts in Bratislava. here he 
was a student of peter mikulík. currently, 
michal Vajdička collaborates with the 
state Theatre Košice, the andrej Bagar 
Theatre in nitra, the slovak national 
Theatre, the national Theatre Brno, the 
arena Theatre, Vinohrady and Dejvice 
Theatre. he is married to the actress Lucie 
Lapišáková.

CoMiNg sooN 

The InTernaTIonal SelecTIon ’16-’17 

13 & 14.01.2017
50 GRADES OF SHAME
she she pop (germany) 
@BOZAR

27 & 28.01.2017
ON WHICH WIND YOU WILL RIDE?
Cy seyed Kamaleddin hashemi (iran) 
@BOZAR


